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Back of the book
Palpitations 
Vote For Pedro

Recently, I received an SMS that
went like this: “India’s future can
go to the dogs. But India’s future
can also soar to the sky. Vote for
the man who’ll make Mumbai
fly. Vote for Mi.” It left me to
wonder if there was an entity, a
Dr Mi, perhaps a Bond villain or
Chinese aviation entrepreneur
armed with bad poetry, with,
inexplicably, a South Mumbai
election ticket. On reflection, I
realised, as is the custom of
cellphone companies with mass
SMS, the message was truncated
and perhaps the sentence “Vote
for Milind Deora” was intended.  

While this may seem far-
fetched, as you think about our

election process, it isn’t
impossible. Uncorroborated
facts shared by journalists who
are on the road with candidates
include these details: India’s
parliamentary elections are the
only ones to have 36 registered
dacoits who have voluntarily
laid down arms to put their
people skills to better use. There
are candidates who have won
elections by margins that are
larger than the populations of
many European countries. MP
Ram Vilas Paswan once carried
a district with a differential of 22
million votes; the district had six
million registered voters. 

Most politicians outside
cities, knowing their audience
isn’t profoundly literate, become
stand-up comics, spending most
of their speeches imitating other
candidates and movie stars.
Most actors turned politicians
don’t bother with mimicry,
policy speeches or even empty
promises. They just do lines
from hit movies (often in
costume) and, in the South,

entire action sequences. TV
stars from religious serials often
run on tickets in remote rural
areas where they come in on
chariots. The sick and the dying
are taken to them and they
attempt to perform miracles. 

Helicopter companies line up

at party doorsteps before every
election because often, articulate
urban party leaders who’ve
never won an election are flown
to guaranteed strongholds
they’ve never visited for an hour
of socialising, sight-seeing and
some articulation of the intricate
understanding of that district’s
day-to-day problems. Then they
are rushed back to Delhi for the
next five years. Helicopters are

also useful to throw sacks of
cash at villagers. 

Getting hundreds of millions
of people to do anything, let
alone vote, is a great
achievement in logistics. This
year, the fact that urban India is
getting noticed from political
parties through SMS and emails
is an indication that ABN Amro
executives quitting to run and
community groups for civic
action (headed by rugby doyen
Rahul Bose’s Group of Groups)
are all irritating political forces
enough to notice us.

Yet by and large, our elections
remind me of the cult classic
Napoleon Dynamite in which
Napoleon’s friend Pedro, a non-
English speaking Mexican
immigrant to Colorado is
running for high school elections
against the blonde cheerleading
favourite. To win over the swing
vote, he burns an effigy of her his
rival during school lunch.  On
being questioned by the
principal, he responds, “In
Mexico, we do it all the time.”
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Thirty six  dacoits
have laid down arms
to put their people
skills to better use.
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